
BL COACHING PROGRESSION FEEDBACK PROTOCOL
Step 1 Praise
(1-2 mins)

Praise | Narrate the positive

If it is an initial observation, this would be a time for general reflection of how the teacher
felt about the model implemented/response to google form  [if previously filled out].

Or

If goal has been set | Last time we set a goal of _____ and I noticed in my most recent
observation how you [met goal] by [state concrete positive actions teacher took]. What
made you successful? How did it feel?

Step 2
Progression
Pause
(1-2 mins)

Progression Pause | Check for understanding

-Identify which BL model the teacher was leveraging in the classroom. (“I observed
you/your students doing _____ so I believe you were implementing ____ BL model. Is this
the model you were intending to use in the lesson I observed?”

Share where you paused on the progression.

Reframe the step on the progression as something you observed in action
- Share a picture or artifact from the classroom that helped you pause on this step.

Step 3
Inspiration
for Next
Steps
(3-5 mins)

Inspiration for Next Steps | Use a question to begin to identify a high leverage,
measurable, bite-sized next step
Use one prompt below to help craft a question

Teacher-driven | Teacher self-identifies the polish area/problem: Yes. What, then, would be
the best action step to address that problem?

More support | Ask scaffolded questions: How did your actions attempt to _______?

More leader guidance | BL model goals?  Do you remember what happened in class when
___? [Teacher then IDs what happened] What did that do to the class/learning? What
happened at this moment?

Leader-driven; only when other levels fail) | State the polish area/problem directly: [State
what you observed and what action step will be needed to solve the problem.] How is this
different from what you do in class?

Step 4
Co-Create
Plan
(3-5 mins)

Co-Create Plan

What steps could you take to implement this into your class?

What support or inspiration do you need to implement this next step?

Step 5
Follow up
(1-2 mins)

Follow up

When would be best to observe your implementation of this plan?
Be sure to schedule the next observation before the meeting ends.

Adapted from Bambrick-Santoyo, P. (2018). Leverage leadership 2.0: A practical guide to building exceptional schools . John Wiley & Sons.
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